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Tämän diplomityön tavoitteena oli selvittää optimaaliset tukirakenneparametrit 

hammaslääketieteellisen leikkausohjurimateriaalin hallitun alueen valon lähteen 

allasvalokovetukseen, ja erityisesti Creo C5 3D-tulostimelle. Työn tuloksia voidaan 

hyödyntää uuden tukirakenneprofiilin luomiseksi Planmeca Groupin ja sen asiakkaiden 

käyttöön.  Kirjallisuuskatsauksessa tunnistettiin tukirakenteiden vaatimuksiin vaikuttavat 

tekijät. Kirjallisuuskatsauksen löydösten pohjalta Taguchi -parametrisuunnitteluprosessia 

hyödynnettiin optimaalisten tukirakenneparametrien selvittämiseksi. Parametrit validoitiin 

hammaslääketieteelliseen käyttöön sopivaksi kaksivaiheisen validointitestauksen avulla. 

 

Kirjallisuuskatsaus osoitti irrotusvoiman sekä osan geometriariippuvaisten tekijöiden, kuten 

saarekkeiden, siltojen, ulkonemien ja itsensä tukevien geometrioiden vaikuttavan 

merkittävästi tukirakenteiden vaatimuksiin. Geometriariippuvaiset tekijät määrittävät 

tarvittavien tukirakenteiden sijainnit. Irrotusvoima aiheuttaa vetojännitystä osan ja vadin 

kalvon välille, jonka tukirakenteiden on kestettävä, jotta 3D-tulostus onnistuu. 

Irrotusvoimien suuruus määräytyy osan poikkileikkauksen pinta-alan suuruudesta ja 

muodosta, resiinin viskositeetistä, membraanin tyypistä ja jäykkyydestä sekä 

rakennusalustan nostonopeudesta. Irrotusvoimia pystytään vastustamaan paremmin 

säätämällä tukirakenteiden kontaktipisteen halkaisijaa sekä tukirakenteiden välistä 

etäisyyttä. 

 

Tukirakenneparametrien optimointi ja validointi suoritettiin onnistuneesti tulosten 

perusteella.  Tulokset osoittivat, että valmistustoleranssin, tukirakenteiden irrotettavuuden 

sekä osan laadun kokonaisuus parani yhteensä 28.7 %:ia tukirakenneparametrien 

optimointiprosessin aikana. Uusia tukirakenneparametrejä tullaan jatkotutkinmaan ja 

myöhemmin ne julkaistaan Planmeca Groupin asiakkaiden käyttöön. 
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Aim of this thesis was to find optimal support structure parameters for a vat 

photopolymerization (VP) by controlled area light source process of dental guide material, 

tailored for Creo C5 3D printer. The results can be used to create a new support structure 

profile for the use of Planmeca Group and its customers. The factors which affect the 

requirements of the support structures were identified in the literature review. Based on the 

results of the literature review, the Taguchi parameter design process was obeyed for finding 

the optimal support structure parameters. The found support structure parameters were 

validated for dental use via two-stage validation tests. 

 

Literature review showed that separation force and part geometry-related factors such as 

islands, bridges, overhangs and self-supporting geometries have a significant effect on the 

support structure requirements in bottom-up VP processes. The geometry-related factors 

determine the locations where support structures are needed. Separation forces cause tensile 

forces between the part and the membrane which support structures must withstand to be 

successfully 3D printed. The magnitude of the separation forces is determined by the size 

and shape of the cross-sectional area of the part, the viscosity of the resin, membrane type 

and stiffness and lifting speed of the build platform. Separation forces can be resisted by 

adjusting the contact point diameter and the distance between support structures.  

 

The optimization and validation of the support structure parameters were successfully 

executed based on the results. The results showed that the combination of three aspects: 

manufacturing tolerance, removability of the support structures and part quality increased 

by 28.7 % during the support structure parameter optimization process. The new parameters 

will be further investigated and later published for the customers of Planmeca Group. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

 

Digitalization is accelerating the shift from traditional dental workflows to digital dental 

workflows (Wohlers 2019, p. 27). So-called digital dentistry offers more effective, 

successful, high-quality and customer-friendly means to execute dental operations. As the 

available data amount is nowadays huge and the competence in data processing has widely 

developed, the full potential of digital dentistry can be utilized. Digital dentistry includes 

life-long caring of patient’s oral health, and computer-aided design and manufacturing 

(CAD/CAM) give lots of alternatives for the traditional manufacturing methods. Additive 

manufacturing (AM) is an important part of CAD/CAM in dentistry. AM enables easy and 

fast design and manufacturing of customized oral applications which makes the workflow 

seamless and more patient friendly. Even though utilizing the workflows of digital dentistry 

is beneficial itself, a significant benefit can also be achieved by mixing traditional and digital 

dental workflows. (Schweiger, Edelhoff & Güth 2021, pp 1-2; Schweindicke 2020, p.1.) 

 

This thesis is made in co-operation with the research group of laser processing and additive 

manufacturing of LUT University and Planmeca. Planmeca is a major Finnish family 

company in the field of dentistry. It was founded in 1971 by Heikki Kyöstilä. Planmeca 

employs over 2900 persons worldwide of which approximately 1000 employers in Finland. 

The headquarters of Planmeca is in Herttoniemi, Finland, where also all the product 

development takes place as well as part of the production. The product range offered by 

Planmeca is wide. Nowadays Planmeca offers among other things: 2D and 3D imaging 

devices, dental units, computer-aided design and manufacturing (CAD/CAM) solutions and 

software. (Planmeca 2021.) 

 

1.1 Motivation 

Resin 3D printing technologies have been developing and increasing their popularity since 

it was commercialized in the 80’s (Wohlers 2019, p. 20). The technologies have gained 

widely attention among 3D printing hobbyists as well as in industry and among the 

researchers. Many industries such as the dental and medical industries are interested in resin 

3D printing because of the quality and the short manufacturing time. However, during the 

last half decade, the growth in popularity can also be seen in the multiplied number of 
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published articles among the resin 3D printing. Figure 1 presents the number of published 

articles during 2014 - 2020. 

 

 

Figure 1. The number of articles per year. The keyword is “resin 3D printing”. (Scopus 

2021a.) 

 

As can be seen from Figure 1, the number of published articles in the Scopus database is 

approximately tenfold in 2020 compared to 2014. The trend seems to be that the number of 

published articles will increase linearly as well in the future. Although the resin 3D printing 

technologies are getting more popular and researched, the support structures are not studied 

much. The change in the yearly number of publications when “resin 3D printing support 

parameters” were searched in Scopus database is represented in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. The number of articles per year. The keyword is “resin 3D printing support 

parameters”. (Scopus 2021b.) 

 

Figure 2 shows the extremely small number of published articles in Scopus in 2014-2020 

For instance, the number of published articles dropped from 416 articles to 3 articles when 

the keyword was changed to “resin 3D printing support parameters”. It can be stated that the 

topic of this thesis is unique and rare based on the Scopus searches.  The low number of 

publications combined with the Planmeca’s identified need for the support structure 

parameter optimization justify the necessity of this thesis and thus is the motivation for this 

thesis. 

 

1.2 Research problem 

Vat photopolymerization (VP) is one of the seven standardized additive manufacturing (AM) 

processes (EN ISO 52900 2017 p.7). VP is divided into two processes which are VP by laser 

light source, also known as stereolithography (SLA), and VP by controlled area light source 

(EN ISO 17296-2 2016, p. 7). VP by controlled area light source is widely considered as 

digital light processing (DLP) and LCD photomask printing techniques. The manufacturing 

accuracy of VP by controlled area light source processes is high. For instance, the resolution 

of Creo C5 3D printer is down to 47 μm in XY-direction and down to 25 μm in Z-direction 

(Planmeca 2019, p. 52). Therefore, the 3D printing technique is a widely used manufacturing 

process in the field of dentistry where high accuracy is required. The other key benefits of 
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3D printing in dentistry are the decrease of production time of the oral equipment and the 

increase in the success rate and quality of different dental treatment procedures. Many dental 

applications manufactured by 3D printing are complex and require support structures to 

utilize the whole potential of the technique. However, it is observed at Planmeca that the 

current support structure profiles are unnecessarily dense and attached very tightly to the 

part which is causing problems and wasting time when removing the support structures from 

the parts. The support structure removal is done by tools since it is not possible to remove 

the support structures by hands. The reliability of the current support structures is also not at 

the desired level since support structure-based defects in the 3D printed parts have been 

observed in the field and as well in Planmeca product development. All these support 

structure-related problems lead to financial losses and weakened user experiences of Creo 

C5. Since a clear lack of research are existing (see Figure 2) regarding the support structures 

of resin 3D printing processes, it makes this thesis more reasonable and valuable for 

Planmeca, its customers and the research and 3D printing community. Therefore, the 

practical problem of this thesis is: “The unoptimized support structures of Creo C5 are 

causing financial losses and weakened user experiences for Planmeca and its customers.  

 

The research problem is derived from the practical problem. It describes the scientific 

aspects which must be studied to provide essential information to solve the practical 

problem. The support structures of the VP processes consist of tens of parameters that affect 

the final quality and functionality of the support structures and the part. The parameters most 

likely have complex mutual relations which might not be linearly described.  Therefore, the 

most important parameters must be identified and their combined effect on the support 

structures are instead considered. Finding the combined effect of the parameters, leads to a 

complex multivariable optimization process. The previously described support structure 

parameter-related issues are the research problem of this thesis. 

 

1.3 Objective 

Aim of this thesis is to find optimal support structure parameters for a dental guide material 

in VP by controlled area light source process. Providing useful data of the behavior of 

support structure parameters that can be utilized for further product development in 

Planmeca is also a significant purpose of this thesis. Based on the results, a completely new 

support structure profile will be produced for the customers of Planmeca.  
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1.3.1 Research questions 

Two research questions were determined to achieve the objective. Both questions were 

answered based on the found literature results and observations in the experimental part. The 

research questions are:  

1. Which factors have an influence on the requirements of support structures and how 

do they affect? 

2. Which are the most important support structure parameters to optimize the 

removability and reliability of the 3D printing process with Creo C5 and why? 

 

1.3.2 Hypothesis 

The hypothesis in this thesis is that the support structures in resin 3D printing can be made 

more suitable for dental applications by optimizing the removability and reliability of the 

support structures. Finding the factors that have a significant influence on the support 

requirements will be in a key role in selecting parameters for the experimental part. In the 

experimental part, the values for support parameters customized for dental applications are 

found and validated for dental applications. 

 

1.4 Research methods 

This thesis is divided into two sections: literature review and experimental part. The 

literature review consists of finding the essential knowledge from articles from scientific 

databases such as Google Scholar, SCOPUS and LUT Primo. Also, tacit knowledge of the 

product development departure of Planmeca is utilized and the knowledge is gathered by 

interviewing dental- and additive manufacturing specialists.   

 

In the experimental part, the support structure parameter optimization process as well as the 

validation of the optimized support structure parameters is executed. The parameter 

optimization process is conducted by the Taguchi method and evaluation matrices are 

created to collect data which are later analyzed in the discussion section.   

 

1.5 Framing 

This thesis is limited to focus on VP by controlled area light source process and especially 

LCD photomask printing process. The experiments are conducted with the Planmeca Creo 
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C5 3D printer which limits the utilization of the results. In addition, only one dental 3D 

printing material is considered in the experimental part even though multiple different 

photocurable and approved materials exist for Creo C5. In the literature review, it is 

concentrated to refer later than 2016 published research articles from scientific databases, 

but also some commercial sources are utilized due to lack of scientific sources in this topic.  
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORY 

 

 

The literature review and theory chapter present findings related to previous research 

according to the topic of this thesis. Also, the chapter provides an essential overview of the 

theory behind the topic, which is essential for understanding the later chapters. The literature 

findings are further utilized for planning and conducting the experiments of this thesis. 

 

2.1 VP by controlled area light source 

The processes of both main VP categories cure liquid polymers, also known as resins, by 

utilizing light sources with specific wavelengths (often UV wavelengths, 385 or 405 nm). 

SLA uses a laser as a light source, and DLP uses light projectors and LCD photomask 

printing uses LED matrices as a light source. Following Figure 3 presents the schematic of 

the DLP process. 

 

 

Figure 3. Schematic of DLP process (modified from Cavallo 2021). 

 

As Figure 3 depicts, in the DLP process the light source is emitting light with a certain 

wavelength and it is focused to digital micromirror display (DMD) which directs the light 

through the lens to the photopolymer vat. Alternatively, the photo of a certain layer can be 

projected straight from the projector without using the DMD.  The photopolymer vat is made 
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of metal but on the bottom of it is a transparent membrane that lets the light travel through 

itself. The vat contains the photopolymer resin. (Gregurić 2019.) As the resin is exposed to 

UV light (usually 385nm in the DLP process), it starts to cure it and when the curing 

phenomenon is controlled, forming the desired shape is possible. The DLP process builds 

the part by curing the resin layer by layer. The Z-axis elevator is usually made of a stepper 

motor and ball screw which raises and lowers the build platform, and thus determines the 

layer thickness of the process. Typical layer thickness in the DLP process is from 25 to 200 

µm. Choosing the layer thickness is dependent on the part to be built. Smaller layer 

thicknesses are used for higher quality parts, and greater layer thicknesses make the 3D 

printing process faster. (Cavallo 2021; Osman et al. 2017, p. 184; Pagac et al 2021, p. 5.) 

 

 

Figure 4.  Schematic of LCD process (modified from Cavallo 2021). 

 

When comparing Figure 3 and Figure 4, the build process remains quite a same with both 

processes DLP and LCD photomask printing. The main difference is how the photos of each 

layer are formed (Gregurić 2019).  In LCD photomask printing process, unlike in DLP 

processes, the LED matrix emits light with wavelength of 405 nm. Longer wavelength than 

385nm is used in LCD processes since the LCDs absorption rate is high below the 405nm. 

This is how the lifespan of the LCD can be increased. Usually the light, emitted by LEDs, is 

collimated with an external collimation device.  As the light is collimated, it travels through 
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the transparent membrane to the LCD photomask which is used to form the photo of the 

soon-to-be cured material layer. (3Dsourced 2021.) The curing phenomenon is introduced 

in Figure 5. 

 

 

Figure 5. Photopolymerization process (modified from Mendes-Felipe et al. 2019, p.3). 

 

In Figure 5, the photopolymerization is divided into three steps.  At the first step on the left, 

the photopolymer is in a liquid form consisting of monomers and oligomers (blue circles) 

oligomers (blue circles) and photoinitiators (yellow circles). Monomers are tiny molecules 

which can be bonded together creating oligomers. As a couple of monomers consisting of 

oligomers bond with each other, they create a polymer. The photoinitiators are chemical 

compounds which can convert light energy into chemical energy and create bonds when they 

are exposed to UV light. As exposed to UV light, which is indicated in the purple arrow in 

Figure 5, it activates the chemical reaction of photoinitiators resulting in reactive species 

(red dots). The last step on the right is forming the crosslinked polymer chains, which can 

be observed as a solidification of the photopolymer. (Mendes-Felipe et al. 2019, p.3.)  

 

The photo of the UV-cured layer is then formed by the pixels of the LCD display. Therefore, 

pixel size and density are in a key role when determining the build accuracy characteristics. 

(Pagac et al 2021, p.5.) The layer formation by pixels is illustrated in Figure 6. 

 

 

Figure 6. Layer shape formation by pixels (Modified from Formlabs 2021). 
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DLP and LCD processes utilize projectors and LCD screens which have their own accuracy 

limitations due to pixel sizes. It can be seen from Figure 6 how the shapes are produced by 

the pixels of the display. The single pixel is illustrated on the left side, and on the right side 

is the formation of a certain shape. The blue line indicates the contours of the shape that is 

produced by pixels. It can be observed that there is always an accuracy error in the photos 

because tiny curve shapes are impossible to imitate perfectly by pixels. The inaccuracy 

becomes larger when extremely small objects are produced by pixels, but on the contrary, 

the relative inaccuracy becomes smaller when the shapes are larger. However, LCD 

technology has been developing fast in recent years and more accurate displays have been 

developed.  

 

2.1.1 Post-processing 

Compared to the most common plastic printing process, fused deposition modeling (FDM), 

VP by controlled area light source processes require more post processing.  As the part is 

built inside the liquid photopolymer, the final part consists of a remarkable amount of 

residual uncured resin on the surface as well as inside the pores and complex structures. 

Different washing methods for the residual resin exist, but the most common manner is a 

solvent wash. In the solvent wash, usually iso propyl alcohol (IPA) is used to remove the 

uncured residual resin. The IPA wash is often done in ultrasonic cleaners or in specific 

rinsing devices. The 3D printed parts must be air dried carefully before the next steps. 

(Horvath & Cameron 2020, pp. 46–47; Pagac et al. 2021, pp. 2–3.) 

 

The next step after washing is to remove the possible support structures (EN ISO 17296-2 

2016, p. 7). Support structure removing can be done by tiny cutters or saw. When the support 

structures are fully optimized, the removal can be done by hands without any tools. The 

prints are then post-cured in UV light to ensure the complete polymerization of the part and 

increase the mechanical properties. Lastly, if desired, possible grinding, polishing, 

measuring or any other additional post process can be done after all the previous steps. 

(Horvath & Cameron 2020, pp. 46–47; Pagac et al. 2021, pp. 2–3.) 
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2.2 3D printing in dentistry 

3D printing is widely utilized in manufacturing dental applications. Most applications, such 

as dentures, crowns, bridges and surgical guides, must be customized for the patient which 

can be executed by computer-aided design and manufacturing (CAD/CAM). The general 

workflow of the 3D printed dental applications consists of three steps. Firstly, cone beam 

computed tomography (CBCT) or intra oral scanning of the patients’ mouth is carried out. 

The second step is digital processing of the CBCT and intraoral scan data and the digital 

design of the dental product to be 3D printed. Lastly, the desired dental application is 3D 

printed or milled. (Lättemaa 2021a; Revilla-Leon, Sadeghpour & Özcan 2020, p. 332.) Some 

of the most common applications of 3D printing in dentistry are introduced in this Chapter. 

 

Dentures are typical 3D printing applications in dentistry. They must be precisely designed 

and customized for each patient’s mouth. Dentures can be fully 3D printed with two different 

materials. The denture teeth are glued into the denture base. Afterwards, the whole denture 

is placed on the top of dental implants. Similarly, crowns and bridges can be 3D printed and 

placed on top of implants or preformed teeth. (Lättemaa 2021a.) Figure 7 shows 3D printed 

denture. 

 

 

Figure 7. 3D printed denture base and denture teeth 

 

In Figure 7, the orange part is the denture base which is still laying on the top of the support 

structures. The white part is the denture teeth which are glued to the denture base. Also, on 

the top of the denture teeth is the support structures and the support base. In the bottom of 
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the denture are the holes for the implant abutment, which are screwed in the jawbone of the 

patient. (Lättemaa 2021a.) 

 

Surgical guides are common 3D printed dental applications. 3D printed surgical guides are 

used for placing the dental implants to the correct position and angle. The surgical guide 

consists of the impression of the patient’s teeth, so it fits perfectly on the top of the teeth. 

There are also the guide holes that align the drill bit in the right position and make the 

operation faster and the success rate higher. (Lättemaa 2021a.) Figure 8 is an example of a 

3D printed surgical guide on the top of the dental model.  

 

 

Figure 8. Surgical guide and dental model 

 

In Figure 8, the surgical guide is placed on the top of the teeth model. The purple metal 

sleeve on the right side of the surgical guide is the point through which the implant hole is 

drilled.   The beige part is the dental model, which is 3D printed widely as well. Dental 

models are impressions of teeth and they are not put into the patient's mouth. The dental 

models are used for education, diagnosis as well as training for different dental operations. 

(Lättemaa 2021a; Tancu et al. 2019, p. 51.) 

 

Dental aligners are 3D printed for being an alternative for traditional braces and 

thermoformed aligners. Dental aligners are manufactured from transparent resin which 

makes them more invisible than traditional wire-bracket braces. Also, dental aligners can be 

removed when eating, unlike traditional braces. 3D printing is a suitable process for 

manufacturing the dental aligners since it decreases the geometric inaccuracies which are 

common in traditionally manufactured aligners. (Jindal et al. 2019, p. 695; Lättemaa 2021a.)  
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Figure 9. Dental aligner on top of dental model 

 

The yellow dental model is used for fitting the dental aligner on top of it to ensure it is precise 

enough for the patient. The aligner should not be fitted too loose or too tight and it should 

not consist of any gaps between the tooth and the aligner. In addition, the dental model can 

be used as a mold for making the traditional thermoformed aligners. (Lättemaa 2021a.)  

 

3D printing is beneficial also when manufacturing impression trays. Impression trays are 

used to hold and carry the impression material when a dental impression is taken from the 

patient’s mouth. 3D printed and customized impression trays make the impressions more 

accurate. (Lättemaa 2021a.) Figure 10. shows a 3D printed customized impression tray. 

 

 

Figure 10. 3D printed customized impression tray 
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Disadvantages of 3D printing exist as well in dentistry. Currently, most photocurable and 

suitable materials for DLP printing and dentistry are resins. Resins are skin irradiating and 

messy materials to work with. Therefore, sufficient eye and skin protection must always be 

used when handling these materials in liquid form. Also, the post-processing of the materials 

takes a relatively long time and external devices such as rinsing devices and post-curing 

devices are needed in the process. (Zaharia et al. 2017, p. 52.) 

 

2.3 Support structures in VP by controlled area light source process  

3D printing theoretically offers a freedom of design which means that even the most complex 

shapes can be built layer by layer. However, very often complex part geometries include so-

called islands, overhangs and bridges that need to be supported by separate support 

structures. The support structures will be removed from the 3D printed part before its actual 

usage.  Separation force is a phenomenon that causes tensile stresses in the process and thus 

determines the requirements of the support structures as well. (Cavallo 2021; Jiang, Xi & 

Stringer 2018, p. 1; Osman et al. 2017, p. 184; Pagac et al 2021, p. 5.)  The support structures, 

the shapes that need to be supported and the separation force is introduced in this Chapter. 

 

2.3.1 Critical geometries 

The other important function of support structures in VP by controlled area light source 

processes is to support the overhang, bridge and island -geometries. These geometries cannot 

be built without support structures, otherwise, the part can collapse or deform. These 

geometrical limitations must be taken into account when designing the part to be 3D printed. 

(Jiang et al. 2018, p. 1.) The following Figure 11 illustrates the overhang and bridge 

geometries that need to be supported in the VP by controlled area light source processes. 
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Figure 11. Support structures in E-shaped part (modified from Jiang et al. 2018, p. 8). 

 

In Figure 11, the green vertical rectangles indicate the support structures in part 

manufactured by VP by the controlled area light source process. As can be seen from Figure 

11, the support structures are attaching the part to the build platform and preventing the 

overhangs and bridges from collapsing at examples a and b. At example c, the part is oriented 

in a way, that no bridges or overhangs exist, and the part is built without external support 

structures. Also, it can be observed that the part in the middle is significantly higher than the 

two models on the left and right. It means that the printing time of the part in the middle is 

significantly higher than the printing time of the other parts since it has more layers to be 

cured. (Chitubox 2021; Jiang et al. 2018, p. 8; Livesu et al. 2017, p.9.) Figure 11 did not 

explain all the situations where support structures are needed. So-called island structures 

need support structures as well. Island structures are illustrated in Figure 12. 
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Figure 12.  Island structure in Creo C5 Studio 

 

In Figure 12 is presented an STL model in a slicer software and only half of the layers are 

shown. The green pillars are support structures and the red regions are the part to be built.  

A clear island structure is pointed by a red arrow. Islands are areas of the part which are not 

supported at all. These kinds of areas are critical to be detected and supported properly or 

significant collapsing and deformations occur which in the worst scenario can lead to the 

part detaching from the build plate. (Interview of specialists 2021; Makezine 2021.) 

 

The support structures can be eliminated also by proper part design. The overhang and bridge 

structures can be designed to be “self-supporting”, which means that the part can be printed 

without external support structures. In other words, the part can stay attached to the build 

plate and to stay stable in the printing process. The following Figure 13. illustrates a self-

supporting part. (Livesu et al. 2017, p. 9; Papageorgiou 2017.) 
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Figure 13. Schematic of a self-supporting part (modified from Papageorgiou 2017). 

 

In Figure 13, the overhang structure is shown and pointed by a red arrow in the left part. The 

gravity is indicated by a black arrow pointing downwards. On the second part from the left, 

the overhang is supported by the external support structure. In the middle, the overhang is 

supported by a fillet which means the sharp edge is rounded by adding material in a way that 

the part supports itself. Usually, the fillet needs to be designed to be built in the orientation 

of 45 degrees, or more, and with a short overhang length to be successfully 3D printed. The 

overhang length is highly material and 3D printer -related so it is difficult to define a 

universal value for it. Otherwise, the part could collapse or deform even with the fillet. 

(Papageorgiou 2017.) The method is not so common in dental applications since the printed 

models usually need to be very accurate to fit in the mouth so no “extra” material is desired 

in these applications. A whole design method for additive manufactured parts, called DfAM, 

exists and it includes multiple design aspects and approaches to use the whole capacity of 

AM technologies (Wohlers et al. 2019, p. 212). However, it is not presented and discussed 

in this thesis, since it is a wide topic.   

 

2.3.2 Separation force 

In VP by controlled area light source processes, the other of the most important functions of 

the support structures is to keep the part attached to the build plate since VP by controlled 

area light source processes are bottom-up building process and the gravity and separation 

forces are pulling the parts away from the build plate. The separation force is generated by 

multiple different factors which are: the vacuum between LCD photomask and (FEP) 

membrane, vacuum due to the viscosity of the resin and the part adhesion to the fluorinated 
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ethylene propylene (FEP) membrane. (Horvath & Cameron 2020, p. 156; Jiang et al. 2018, 

p.1.) The basic schematic of the separation force is illustrated in Figure 14. 

 

 

Figure 14. Separation force in bottom-up VP processes with a flexible membrane (mod. 

Pedersen et al. 2016, p. 242). 

 

In Figure 14, a box-shaped object is being 3D printed. The red arrow indicates the direction 

of the movement, so the separation force is in the opposite direction. At step a, a new layer 

is under curing and at step b, the part is lifted up. Since the cross-section of the part is large, 

a vacuum force is generated between the FEP membrane and the display. Also, the resin 

layers are cured to the FEP membrane and they might stick on the membrane, which 

increases the vacuum force. The high viscous resins result in higher vacuum forces. 

Separation force is the amount of pulling force needed to separate the part from the FEP 

membrane when a combination of the previously mentioned issues is resisting the separation. 

Too high separation forces lead to too high tensile stresses in the part which can detach the 

part from the build plate, break the support structures or delaminate the cured layers from 

each other. According to Lin & Yang (2019, pp. 10-11) and Pan et al. (2017, p.359), the 

printing area (area of the single layer) has a significant effect on the magnitude of the 

separation force. Their results show that the separation force has linear relation, which means 
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by increasing the printing area, the separation force increases linearly. The separation force 

can be affected also by printing area geometry and the lifting speed. It was presented that 

parts with a higher area per perimeter ratio tend to lead to higher separation forces. High 

area per perimeter ratios are for example circle and square when for example star has a low 

ratio. (Pedersen et al. 2016, p. 242.) 

 

Separation force causes problems in 3D printing speeds and qualities. The high lifting speeds 

cannot be utilized which makes the process slower. However, the magnitude of the 

separation force can be reduced by several actions. Pan et al 2017 found that the lifting speed 

influences the suction force, which is one factor of separation force. In their studies, the 

relation between lifting speed and magnitude of suction forces was tested with a 

Polydimethylsiloxane (PDSM) coating on the top of the window. Their result was that 

increasing lifting speed causes increased suction force. It is assumed that a similar kind of 

relation can be found even though the FEP membrane is used but on a lower scale. (Pan et 

al. 2017 p. 357.)  

 

2.4 Support structure parameters 

Since a very low number of scientific sources among the support structure parameters of VP 

by controlled area light source processes exist (see Figure 2), also the scientific researches 

of support structures of the bottom-up SLA process are considered. Some commercial 

sources are utilized while gathering information regarding support structures of VP by 

controlled area light source processes. Later in the experimental part, the most critical 

support parameters are mostly decided based on interviews of 3D printing specialists of the 

product development departure of Planmeca, and available commercial sources. 

 

Printing angle (also known as build angle) is the angle between the horizontal plane and 

surface of the 3D printed part. The printing angle is illustrated in following Figure 15. 
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Figure 15. 30- and 45-degree printing angles (modified from dddrop 2018). 

 

Figure 15 illustrates two different printing angles which are 30 degrees and 45 degrees. The 

building direction is indicated by the thick red arrow pointing downwards. In fact, the 30- 

and 45-degree printing angles are just printing angles for the branches of the part. Printing 

angles for the vertical pillars are 0 degrees. The part with a 45-degree printing angle can be 

built without support structures while the 30-degree printing angle requires external support 

structures to succeed in printing. A rule of thumb is that part with a 45-degree printing angle, 

or bigger, can be printed without support structures. Realistically, the ability to print in 

different angles without support structures is highly material, process and machine-related 

property. Some 3D printing technologies enable even smaller printing angles than 45 

degrees. 3D printing is developing rapidly all the time, and support structure reduction is 

one of the most important research and developing topics among the 3D printing community. 

(Chitubox 2021; Wohlers 2019, pp. 214-215.) 

 

Part orientation has a significant impact on multiple aspects of the VP by controlled area 

light source processes. By adjusting the part orientation, the number of support structures, 

the printing time, resin consumption and the build accuracy of the VP by controlled area 

light source processes, can be affected. In addition, the peel forces can be minimized with 

different part orientations (Horvath & Cameron 2020, p. 217). Usually, the printing 

orientation is optimized for a specific application by its requirements. For instance, if just 
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good surface quality for the upper surface of the part is desired, the printing orientation can 

be set in a way that it might take more time and waste more material than a different 

orientation. (Hada et al. 2020, p. 10; Rubayo et al. 2020, p. 5; Shim et al. 2020, p. 474.)  

Rubayo et al 2020 studied the influence of part orientation on the surface accuracy, material 

consumption and printing time. The following Figure 16 illustrates the effect of part 

orientation on the support structures based on their studies. 

 

 

Figure 16. Different part orientations for surgical guide (Rubayo et al. 2020 p. 3). 

 

As Figure 16 depicts, five orientations (0, 30, 45, 60 and 90 degrees) were studied and put 

next to each other. The part with the part orientation of 0 degrees is clearly the lowest in 

height and the part with the part orientation of 90 degrees is the highest. The height of the 

part directly reflects the printing time since the number of layers to be cured is smaller. Based 

on the results of the study of Rubayo et al. 2020, even though the printing time of the part 

with the 0-degree build angle is the lowest, the resin consumption of the part is highest. This 

is because the 0-degree part orientation needs more support structures in this specific surgical 

guide model. This specific model, shown in Figure 16, is supporting itself better in the 90-

degree orientation than in any other orientation due to its geometry. The more support 

structures are used, the bigger the resin consumption is. From the surface quality point of 

view, the 0- and 45-degree part orientations generated the finest surface qualities. Osman et 

al. 2017 also found the 45-degree (135 degrees in their study) part orientation leads to the 

most accurate prints. Aside from this, by correct build orientations, the magnitude of the 

separation force can be dramatically lowered which leads to increased qualities and reduced 

need for support structures (Lin & Yang 2019, pp. 10-11; Pan et al. 2017, p. 359). For 

instance, in Figure 16, the 90-degree orientation has significantly smaller layer areas which 
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is one of the reasons why the number of support structures was reduced. (Rubayo et al. 2020, 

p. 5.) 

 

Overhang is a widely known parameter among 3D printing processes and it can be defined 

as an extended part of the 3D print which is built “on the top of nothing” (see Figure 13). In 

the context of support structures in VP by controlled area light source processes, the 

overhang is a critical parameter when discussing the reduction methods of the support 

structures. It is important to identify the overhang lengths and angles (see Figure 15) which 

are possible to be 3D printed without support structures. (Jiang et al. 2018, p. 8.) 

 

The support structures of parts 3D printed by VP devices are usually consisting of several, 

from couple to hundreds, individual support pins. The support pins have many different 

geometries and shapes and they are usually highly dependent on the 3D printing indication 

and slicing software. Following Figure 17 shows an example of a typical support pin used 

in dental applications and created by Creo C5 Studio. 

 

 

Figure 17. Default support pin in Creo C5 studio 
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Figure 17 shows all the adjustable parameters in Creo C5 studio regarding support pin 

geometry. By these parameters, the single support structure pins can be variated and 

optimized for multiple purposes. 

 

Support structures are attached to the build plate as well as to the part. The contact point 

between support and part is crucial and it is expressed as a parameter contact point diameter 

(top diameter in Figure 17). Often the contact point is the thinnest section of the whole part 

and it is typical that if the support structure experiences high tensile stresses, it breaks from 

the contact point. Therefore, contact point diameter has a major influence on how hard the 

support is attached to the part. By increasing the diameter, the joint becomes stronger and it 

withstands better the separation force which is occurring in the process. On the other hand, 

the diameter must be small enough to be easily removable. (Tulcan et al. 2021, p. 6.) The 

contact point is illustrated in Figure 18. 

 

 

Figure 18. Contact point diameter in Creo C5 Studio 

 

In Figure 18, the grey object is a surgical guide that is attached to the build plate via support 

structures that are indicated in green. Support structure contact point diameter (DC) can be 

seen in the zoomed picture that is highlighted by the red frame. As it can be observed from 
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Figure 18, all the actual contact points are not exactly the same size since the surface shape 

of the surgical guide is unequal and curved. 

 

Support density is defined as the number of support structures in a certain area. It is highly 

dependent on the previously mentioned parameters and 3D printed part geometry.  It is clear 

that a smaller support density is needed when printing orientation is optimal and the support 

structures are strongly attached to the part and build plate.  Tulcan et al. 2020 found that 

support density needs always to be optimized to achieve the desired quality of the 3D printed 

part. It means that the same support density cannot be applied for all differently shaped parts. 

For instance, too low support density can lead to support breakage, which leads to deformed 

parts. Always the support structures do not break but the material can collapse between the 

support structures when it is unsupported in a too large area. This phenomenon appears in 

bumpy surfaces of the 3D printed part. (Tulcan et al. 2020, p. 21.) 

 

2.5 Design of experiments approach 

Design of experiments (DOE) is a statistical approach to optimize the parameters of a certain 

process. It helps in managing the input parameters as well as finding the relations between 

input and output parameters. In DOE, it is important to vary the parameters systematically 

and more than one parameter at a time. Therefore, at least all the most important parameter 

combinations are considered. Conventionally, the variables are adjusted individually, which 

makes the experiments slow and disorganized. (Allen 2018, p. 278; Anthony 2003, Pp 7-8.) 

This is why it was decided to design and execute the experiments according to the scientific 

method. The DOE method used in this thesis is the Taguchi method. 

 

2.5.1 Taguchi method 

Kim et al. (2019) and Munprom & Limtasiri (2017) utilized the Taguchi method for 

optimizing 3D printing parameters in their experiments. As support parameter optimization 

researches do not exist, it was assumed that the Taguchi method can successfully be applied 

for support parameter optimization as well. 

 

Taguchi method is the DOE method which is specially designed for improving the quality 

of the engineering processes but at the same time to reduce costs by a decreased amount of 

experimentation. The Taguchi method is based on conducting the experiments by 
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predetermined orthogonal arrays, which have to be selected by the number of factors and 

levels of the designed study. The Taguchi method mainly includes five steps (Fraley et al. 

2021): 

1. Defining the process objective(s) 

2. Determining the factors and levels of the process 

3. Applying the predetermined orthogonal arrays 

4. Executing the experiments and collecting data 

5. Completing the data analysis  

 

For instance, Munprom & Limtasiri (2017) studied the optimization of SLA process 

parameters using the Taguchi method. Their process objective was to improve the 

mechanical properties which were flexural strength and hardness of the 3D printed parts.  

The factors and levels were determined in a way that Table 1. depicts. The number of factors 

(7) and levels (2) means that an L8 (27) orthogonal array is used. Table 2 represents the 

orthogonal array.  

 

Table 1. Factors and levels in Munprom & Limtasiri (2017) studies (mod. Munprom & 

Limtasiri 2017) 

 Level 

Factor a b 

Exposure resolution 50 100 

Layer height 0.1 0.2 

Exposure time 20 30 

Lift 6 12 

Up speed 25 50 

Post cure time 15 30 

Post cure temperature 30 60 
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Table 2. L8 (27) orthogonal array of the studies of Munprom & Limtasiri (2017) (mod. 

Munprom & Limtasiri 2017) 

 Factors and levels 

Experiment Exposure 

resolution 

Layer 

height 

Exposure 

time 

Lift Up 

speed 

Post 

cure 

time 

Post cure 

temperature 

1 a a a a a a a 

2 a a a b b b b 

3 a b b a a b b 

4 a b b b b a a 

5 b a b a b a b 

6 b a b b a b a 

7 b b a a b b a 

8 b b a b a a b 

 

After completing the 3D printing of the samples, a three-point flexural strength testing was 

conducted. The data were collected and the effect of the 3D printing parameters on the 

flexural strength was presented by a chart in following Figure 19. 

 

 

Figure 19. Mean of flexural strength plot of studies of Munprom & Limtasiri (2017) (mod. 

Munprom & Limtasiri 2017) 
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Munprom & Limtasiri (2017) analyzed the data by calculating the mean values of the 

responses. In Figure 19, each point is the mean of the certain response for the specific 

parameter level. In this case, the levels of factors, which result in higher flexural strength 

value are recommended to be used if the aim is to improve flexural strength. In addition, it 

can be observed that post-cure temperature has the most significant effect on the flexural 

strength of the 3D printed part. In turn, exposure time per layer and post-cure time do not 

affect to the magnitude of flexural strength as significantly 
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3 EXPERIMENTAL PART 

 

 

In this Chapter, the whole workflow of the experimental part is introduced. The setup, 

procedure, measuring and evaluation methods of the experimental part are presented. The 

experiments of this thesis are divided into two parts: 

 

- Actual experiments for parameter finding using Taguchi method and 

- Validation tests for the found parameters and printing orientation and minimum 

support height optimization. 

  

3.1 Setup 

The setup of the experimental part is presented in separate subchapters 3.1.1 – 3.1.6. The 

exact same equipment was used in Taguchi experiments and validation experiments. 

 

3.1.1 Material 

The material used in the experimental part is FotoDent guide photopolymer produced by 

Dreve. The material version was specified for the wavelength of 405nm. FotoDent guide is 

a biocompatible resin that is made for 3D printing surgical guides.  

 

3.1.2 3D printer 

The 3D printing of the experiments of this thesis was done with Creo C5 which is an LCD 

photomask 3D printer produced by Planmeca.  Figure 20 shows the Creo C5 3D printer. 
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Figure 20.  Planmeca Creo C5 3D printer 

 

3.1.3 Software 

The test samples (represented in Chapter 3.1.4) are modeled with Onshape, which is a free 

web browser-based CAD software offered by Dassault Systemes. Slicing the STL files and 

setting the 3D-printing parameters is done by Planmeca Creo C5 Studio version 3.0.11. The 

mean of responses plots in the experimental part is created with Minitab statistical software 

version 20. The software automatically calculates the means of responses as well as the 

means of means. 

 

3.1.4 Post-processing and measuring equipment 

Ultrasonic cleaner BioSonic UC50DB was used to rinse the 3D printed parts. The solvent 

used for the rinsing was 2-Propanol by Emplura. 

 

The post-curing unit used in the experiments was PCU LED N2 by Dreve. Nitrogen was 

used as a curing atmosphere.  
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Digital caliper from Mahr was used in the Taguchi tests to measure the side lengths of the 

samples. The accuracy of the caliper is 0.02 mm when measuring lengths less than 100 mm. 

 

3.1.5 Process parameters 

Process parameters are considered to be the material-related 3D printing parameters in this 

thesis. The material-related 3D printing parameters include: 

-  the UV light exposure times at different phases of the 3D printing 

- post and pre exposition times  

- The speeds of the lowering and lifting of the build plate 

- layer thickness. 

 

The material-related 3D printing parameters of the study were kept constant throughout the 

whole experimental part, to minimize the process-related errors. The material-related 3D 

printing parameters are collected in Appendix V.  A new FEP film was inserted to the vat 

before the first Taguchi experiments and the whole experimental part was executed by using 

the same FEP film. However, it was checked occasionally if the FEP film was worn or 

deformed and needs to be changed. 

 

3.1.6 Test samples 

The role of test samples is important when finding a universal support parameter set. It was 

decided to find the parameters by the worst-case scenario geometry and afterwards to test 

and validate the support parameters with the actual real-life dental application. This is how 

the support structure parameters can be trustfully used with surgical guides which usually 

do not have as large layer areas as the test sample. The test sample is a 30 mm x 30 mm x 5 

mm plate structure which printed the large area parallel to the FEP membrane resulting in as 

high separation forces as possible. The sample in XY direction was designed to be square 

since it was found in the literature review that high area per perimeter ratios lead to high 

separation forces, which is desired in this case. Also, the bottom of the plate has an edge that 

opens at 160 degrees. The edge at the bottom produces island locations, which is, based on 

the literature review, crucial to be supported. Aside from this, the edges are sharp and straight 

so the possible deformations and curved edges can be observed with a caliper. The test 

sample positioned in the build platform in the Creo C5 Studio is presented in Figure 21. 
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Figure 21. The sample used in the Taguchi experiments. 

 

The validation sample for the support parameters is a surgical drilling guide. It is a very 

common dental application to be 3D printed and cannot be 3D printed without support 

structures. Due to its geometry, the surgical guide will not create as large and flat surfaces 

as the plate in any build orientation. It means that support parameters optimized for the plate 

structure should work successfully on surgical guides and most dental applications as well. 

Since it is difficult to measure the manufacturing tolerances of the 3D printed guide, the 

manufacturing accuracy is tested by inserting a metallic sleeve into the drilling hole. The fit 

should not be loose or tight and it determines whether the manufacturing accuracy is valid 

and whether the support parameters can be used in real-life applications. The 3D model of 

the surgical drilling guide and the hole for the metallic sleeve can be seen in following Figure 

22. 
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Figure 22. Surgical guide 3D printed in the validation tests 

 

The guiding sleeve used in the validation tests is made of titanium and is 3 mm high. The 

inner diameter of the sleeve is 3.8 mm. The serial number of the sleeve used was J3734.3083. 

The sleeve hole in the surgical guide model has a 0.3 mm offset to make it easier to insert 

the sleeve into the guide hole. The sleeve is shown in Figure 23. 

 

 

Figure 23. Guide sleeve used at the validation tests 

 

3.2 Support structure parameters 

The critical support structure parameters to be studied in the experimental part were selected 

based on the literature review. These are: 

- contact point diameter 

- distance between support structures 

- minimum support structure height. 
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The experimental part does not focus on the reduction methods of the separation force. 

However, the phenomenon is considered and the samples to be 3D printed are designed in a 

way that large separation forces are formed and therefore the support structure parameter 

optimization takes the separation forces into account.  

 

The actual parameter finding experiments are carried out utilizing the Taguchi method (see 

Chapter 2.5.1) for varying and optimizing the support structure parameters. The support 

structure parameters for the Taguchi L9(34) test matrix were selected based on the literature 

review and the previous knowledge of the behavior of the support structures. The knowledge 

was collected by interviewing AM and dental specialists (Interview of specialists 2021). The 

initial values (levels) for the support structure parameters were derived from the current 

support structure profile of Creo C5 (see Appendix I). The range of the initial values is 

relatively high and the aim is to narrow after each optimization round. The first parameter 

variation set is shown in Table 3. 

 

Table 3. Parameters and levels for the first L9(34) test matrix 

 Parameter 

Parameter 

level 

Contact point 

diameter 1, DC 

[mm] 

Contact point 

diameter 2, 

DC2 [mm] 

Minimum 

support height, 

Hs [mm] 

Distance between 

support 

structures, L 

[mm] 

a 0.8 0.8 5 1 

b 0.6 1 10 2 

c 0.4 1.2 15 3 

 

In Table 3, contact point diameter 1 (DC) is the diameter of contact points of the support 

structures which are used everywhere but in the island locations. The island locations are 

supported by support structures with greater contact point diameter and it is called “Contact 

point diameter 2, (DC2)”. Minimum support height (HS) is the height of the shortest support 

structures which are located in the middle of the part, just above the extended edge. Distance 

between support structures (L), is the horizontal distance between the support structures and 

it is measured from the top of the support pin.  In addition to the parameters shown in Table 
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3, the positioning strategy of the support structures in the first Taguchi experiments is 

represented in the following Figure 24. The exact parameters are illustrated in Figure 24 and 

the support strategy in the first Taguchi experiments is presented in Figure 25. 

 

 

 

Figure 24. Support parameters of the Taguchi experiments 

 

 

 

Figure 25. Positioning strategy of support structures in the first Taguchi experiments 

 

Defining the support positions starts at the middle of the part where is the extended shape.  

From that point, the support positions are calculated with a predetermined (in the Taguchi 

design of experiments) distance between support structures. Sometimes the last support 

structures (which are next to the edge of the part) cannot be placed maintaining the 

predetermined distance. It has been noticed that the edges of the part are crucial and need to 
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be supported, so if the distance between the edge and the last support structures is more than 

1 millimeter, an additional support structure is placed below the edge (indicated by red 

frame). In the first Taguchi experiments, the additional support has the contact point 

diameter of the thinner support pin. 

 

Table 4. Parameters and levels for the second L9(34) test matrix 

 Parameter 

Parameter 

level 

Contact point 

diameter 1, DC 

[mm] 

Contact point 

diameter 2, 

DC2 [mm] 

Minimum 

support height, 

HS [mm] 

Distance between 

support structures, L 

[mm] 

a 0.4 0.8 13 1.5 

b 0.6 0.85 17 2.5 

c 0.8 0.9 19 3.5 

 

In the second Taguchi experiment, the positioning strategy is changed to be in a way that the 

edges of the part are always supported by the support structures with contact point diameter 

1.  

 

Table 5. Parameters and levels for the third L9(34) test matrix 

 Parameter 

Parameter 

level 

Contact point 

diameter 1, DC 

[mm] 

Contact point 

diameter 2, 

DC2 [mm] 

Minimum 

support structure 

height, HS [mm] 

Distance between 

support 

structures, L 

[mm] 

a 0.4 0.75 16 2.5 

b 0.6 0.8 17 3 

c 0.8 0.85 18 3.5 

 

In the third Taguchi experiments, the contact point diameter of the support structures in the 

edges was changed from contact point diameter 1 to contact point diameter 2.  
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The complete L9(34) test matrices of every Taguchi experiments can be seen in Appendix 

III. 

 

The validation tests are executed by printing surgical guides in different support heights and 

building angles with the parameters found in the Taguchi experiments. The parameters 

selected for the validation tests are shown in following Table 6. 

 

Table 6. Support structure parameters of the minimum support structure height optimization 

 Parameter 

Parameter 

set 

Contact point 

diameter 1, DC 

[mm] 

Contact point 

diameter 2, 

DC2 [mm] 

Minimum 

support 

structure 

height, Hs 

[mm] 

Distance between 

support structures, L 

[mm] 

3.2 0.4 0.8 17 3 

 

The support height found in Taguchi experiments (17 mm) is relatively high for supporting 

the surgical guide. An appropriate removability of support structures and quality in the 

surgical guide can be achieved also with a smaller support height than 17 mm since the 

removability of support structures is highly dependent on the supported area which is clearly 

larger in the plate structure in Taguchi experiments.  The first phase of the validation tests is 

to optimize the support height by printing the surgical guide in the 0-degree angle by 

different minimum support heights because in that particular angle most of the support 

structures are almost the same height and the difference between the lowest and highest 

support is small. If compared to e.g. supports in the 300-degree angle sample, the difference 

between lowest and highest supports is much greater. The test is conducted for five different 

support heights and the sample with the smallest minimum support height, which fulfills the 

pre-set requirements, is selected for the angle optimization and validation tests. The support 

heights are shown below in Table 7. 
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Table 7. Minimum support structure heights for the optimization process 

Experiment 

number 

4.1 4.2 4.3 4.4 4.5 

Minimum support 

height, Hs [mm] 

17 14 11 8 5 

 

The parameters for the printing orientation optimization process are represented in Table 8. 

Each printing orientation is illustrated in Figure 26. 

  

Table 8. Printing orientations for the optimization 

Experiment 

number 

5.1 5.2 5.3 5.4 5.5 5.6 5.7 5.8 5.9 

Printing 

orientation, 

α [°] 

0 15 30 45 60 300 315 330 345 

 

 

 

Figure 26. Samples of the printing orientation optimization experiments  

 

As Figure 26 and Table 8 present, the build angles are varied by 15 degrees steps starting 

from 0 degrees. At the upper row (experiments 5.1 to 5.5 in Table 8), the build angles are 

varied clockwise and at the lower row (experiments 5.6 to 5.9 in Table 8) the build angles 

are varied anticlockwise. The surgical guides are positioned in a way the inner surface is 
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away from the build plate so the support structures will not be attached there so the inner 

surface remains smooth. 

 

 

3.3 Procedure 

The experiments of this thesis were conducted systematically to reduce the workflow-related 

deviation in the results. The workflow included six steps, which are: 

1. 3D printing preparations 

2. 3D printing 

3. Post-processing 

4. Measurements 

5. Evaluation 

6. Adjustments for the following experiment 

 

3D printing preparations included preparing the support structure parameters (see Chapter 

2.5.1 and 3.1.4), creating the 3D print files according to them and setting the process 

parameters. Aside from this, more material was inserted to the resin vat if necessary. It is 

also important to check that the FEP film is clean, and no cured particles from the previous 

3D prints are still attached to the FEP or floating inside the liquid resin. If the FEP or the 

resin was dirty, it was cleaned by the “Cleaning function” of Creo C5. The cleaning function 

cures 100 micrometer thick layer of the resin which is as large as the whole LCD display. 

Afterwards, the layer can be removed from the FEP film, leaving a clean FEP surface. 

 

Post-processing of the 3D prints included only the proper rinsing with IPA solvent. The part 

is rinsed 5 minutes in the ultrasonic cleaner and after it, the part is dried using pressured air. 

After this, the same procedure is repeated, but in another bowl which is containing clean 

IPA. 

 

At the measurements step, the samples were measured, and the results were collected. The 

first measurement was always the visual inspection of the 3D printed parts. The visually 

inspected sections were: 

- support structures, are they built properly, are they still attached to the build platform 

and the part 
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- edges, corners and straight shapes 

 

The manufacturing tolerance of both sides of the test plate was measured. Figure 27 

illustrates the correct way for measuring the side lengths. 

 

 

Figure 27. The correct way to measure the side lengths of the plate samples in the Taguchi 

experiments 

 

The support structure removability was also done systematically as possible. Since no 

external device was used and the support structures were removed by hands, the following 

technique for removing was applied in the Taguchi experiments. It is important to obey the 

support removal strategy to be able to evaluate the samples equally. The support structure 

removal technique is illustrated in Figure 28. 
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Figure 28. Support structure removal technique used in the experiments 

 

In Figure 28, the first step to remove the support structures is to compress from both sides 

of the part approximately from the middle of the support structures. After the first support 

structures are broken, the support structures were twisted from the bottom which causes the 

support structure contact points to rip from the part. 

 

In Taguchi experiments, the adjustments of the parameters were done at the last step before 

proceeding to the following Taguchi experiments. 

   

The same previously mentioned workflow (in earlier Chapter 3.3) was obeyed in validation 

experiments. At the evaluation step of the validation experiments, the support structure 

removability and the fit tests are carried out. At the first fit tests, a metallic guide sleeve is 

inserted into the guide hole. The evaluation criteria are shown in Appendix II. Afterwards, 

the fit of the entire surgical guide is tested on the top of the teeth model. The teeth model 

and the surgical guide are made from the same patient’s upper jaw impression. Figure 29 

shows the surgical guide and the guide sleeve inserted on the top of the teeth model. 

Appendix II shows the criteria also for evaluating the teeth model fitting. 
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Figure 29. 3D printed surgical guide on the top of teeth model 

 

3.4 Analysis of the experiments 

The analysis methods are presented in this Chapter. The results of Taguchi experiments and 

validation experiments are analyzed by different tools. The Taguchi experiments are 

analyzed by the mean of responses, whereby the levels of the parameters of the experiments 

are adjusted. At validation experiments, the found support structure parameters are tested 

and the optimal printing orientation and minimum support height are selected. 

 

As mentioned in earlier Chapter 3.2, the tests are conducted by separate experiments which 

are designed based on the results of the earlier Taguchi experiments. The evaluation of the 

results of the experiments is conducted by creating an evaluation matrix that combines all 

the important aspects which will be evaluated from each parameter set. (Interview of 

specialists 2021.) The evaluation criteria are graded which enables calculating the total grade 

of each parameter set and afterwards to compare them and to select the most appropriate 

parameters for further investigation outside this thesis. However, the total grade is not the 

only selection criteria for the suitable parameter set, since it has to be inside the 

manufacturing tolerance of ±100 micrometers.  The evaluation matrix is a simple tool to 

convert not numerically measurable responses to numerical values. An example of the 

evaluation matrix is represented in following Table 9. 
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Table 9. Example of an evaluation matrix in Taguchi experiments  

 Response 

Sample  Response a 

(Tolerance) 

Response b 

(Removability) 

Response c 

(Quality) 

Total 

x.1 ax.1 bx.1 cx.1 dx.1 

x.2 ax.2 bx.2 cx.2 dx.2 

x.3 ax.3 bx.3 cx.3 dx.3 

x.4 ax.4 bx.4 cx.4 dx.4 

x.5 ax.5 bx.5 cx.5 dx.5 

x.6 ax.6 bx.6 cx.6 dx.6 

x.7 ax.7 bx.7 cx.7 dx.7 

x.8 ax.8 bx.8 cx.8 dx.8 

x.9 ax.9 bx.9 cx.9 dx.9 

 

As Table 9 depicts, each sample is investigated by three aspects (responses 1-3). The 

responses are manufacturing tolerance, support removal and printing quality, which are the 

responses of the Taguchi experiments. These aspects are evaluated and used for calculating 

the total grade which combines all the previously mentioned factors. The grading criteria are 

shown in Appendix II (Interview of specialists 2021).  

 

Based on the grades, the means for each parameter lever are calculated. The mean expresses 

the average response of each parameter level. The means of responses and the mean of means 

are used for leading the optimization process in the right direction. The aim is to maximize 

the grades of the responses. The results of the Taguchi experiments are used for determining 

the new levels for the following Taguchi experiments. The mean of responses can be 

calculated (Minitab 2021): 

 

�̅� =  
∑𝑋

𝑁
       (1) 

 

In Equation 1, �̅� is the mean of responses of a certain parameter, ∑𝑋 is the sum of grades of 

responses for each parameter level in the Taguchi experiments and N is the number of levels 

of a certain parameter. 
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Afterwards, the mean of means is calculated with the same Equation 1, but �̅� is the mean of 

mean of responses, ∑𝑋 is the sum of grades of the means of responses and N is the total 

number of means of responses. 

 

The analysis of the results of validation experiments is straightforward. The found 

parameters from Taguchi experiments are tested and the parameters which result in the best 

total grade are selected. If multiple parameters achieve the same total grades, the parameters 

with the validation experiments are the most optimal parameters which finding was the aim 

of this thesis. The responses of the validation experiments are model fit, sleeve fit, 

removability and quality. The evaluation matrix of validation tests is presented in Table 10. 

 

Table 10. Evaluation matrix for validation tests 

Sample  Response a 

(Sleeve fit) 

Response b 

(Model fit) 

Response c 

(Removabili

ty) 

Response d 

(Quality) 

Response e 

(Total) 

x.1 ax.1 bx.1 cx.1 dx.1 ex.1 

x.2 ax.2 bx.2 cx.2 dx.2 ex.2 

x.3 ax.3 bx.3 cx.3 dx.3 ex.3 

x.4 ax.4 bx.4 cx.4 dx.4 ex.4 

x.5 ax.5 bx.5 cx.5 dx.5 ex.5 

 

In printing orientation optimization, if the most suitable printing orientation cannot be 

selected by the previously presented evaluation matrix because multiple samples result in 

the same grades, the printing time and material consumption are considered. The sample 

with the lowest printing time and material consumption is the most optimal printing 

orientation for the surgical guide 3D printed by Creo C5. Appendix VI shows how the 

printing time and material consumption values can be determined from the Creo C5 studio. 
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4 RESULTS 

 

 

In the Results Chapter, the results of the Taguchi experiments are presented in a matrix form 

as well as the effect of each parameter on the responses are illustrated in the mean of mean 

charts. At the end of each Taguchi experiments chapter (Chapters 4.1-4.3), the parameter 

adjustments for the following Taguchi experiments are presented and justified.  

 

The manufacturing tolerances for each sample in Taguchi experiments are shown in 

Appendix IV.  

 

4.1 First Taguchi experiments 

The results and evaluation of the first Taguchi experiments are collected and presented in 

Table 11. 

  

Table 11. Evaluation matrix of first Taguchi experiments 

 Response 

Sample  Manufacturing 

tolerance 

Removability Quality Total  

1.1 1 0 2 3 

1.2 1 1 3 5 

1.3 1 2 2 5 

1.4 1 1 2 4 

1.5 1 0 1 2 

1.6 1 0 2 3 

1.7 1 2 1 4 

1.8 1 0 1 2 

1.9 1 0 1 2 

 

 

As can be seen from Table 11, samples 1.2 and 1.3 resulted in the best total grade of 5 points. 

Sample 1.2 had a denser support mesh and smaller support height than sample 1.3. For this 
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reason, the quality of the 3D printed part is better since it is supported better but support 

structures of sample 1.3 were significantly easier to remove.  

 

During the first Taguchi experiments, it was noticed that the edges of the samples need to be 

supported as well since the sharp edges collapsed a bit due to a lack of support structures. 

The lowest total grades had samples 1.5, 1.8 and 1.9 which all had a removability grade of 

0 and a quality grade of 1.  Figure 30 shows samples 1.3 and 1.9 where the defects can be 

clearly observed. 

 

 

Figure 30. Samples 1.3 and 1.9 of first Taguchi experiments 

 

In Figure 30 sample 1.3 is the sample that resulted in the highest grade of 5 in the first 

Taguchi experiments. Sample 1.9 was graded with the lowest grade of 2. Sample 1.3 was 

3D printed successfully; the edges were just slightly curved and only one support was 

broken. In sample 1.9 almost all the support structures with smaller contact diameters have 

failed or detached from the part. As a result of this, the edges are curved since they are not 

supported at all. Even though the thicker support structure with a larger diameter is 

successfully built and attached to the part, it still can be observed that the edge above it is 

curved. This is because the support is attached to the part too far from the edge. 

 

The results are illustrated in a mean of responses graph in Figure 31. 
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Figure 31.  Responses of factors for the first Taguchi experiments. Y label is response points 

and in X label are the levels of each parameter in millimeters 

 

The first observation from Figure 31 is that each support structure parameter set resulted in 

acceptable manufacturing tolerance. When investigating the removability aspect, it can be 

seen that the distance between support structures and the minimum support structure height 

had a great impact on the property. The value of 1 mm for the distance between the supports 

was obviously too low and there was no chance to remove the part from the supports. 

Increasing the support distance increased the removability grades. 3 mm support distance 

values led to the highest removability mean of 1.35 points.   

 

Contact diameter 1 is not adjusted for the second Taguchi experiments since the results 

suffered from the poor initial values of the other parameters. The range of levels of contact 

diameter 2 is narrowed to 0.75 – 0.85 mm.  Each level of the distance between support 

structures is increased by 0.5 mm since the lowest value (1 mm) resulted in low grades and 

affected also the grades of contact diameter 1 and 2 in a worsen way. The minimum support 

structure height levels are also increased for the second Taguchi experiments since 

increasing the minimum support height tended to improve the removability and quality 
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aspects. In Table 4 (see Chapter 3.2) is presented the new levels of the factors for the second 

Taguchi experiments. 

 

4.2 Second Taguchi experiments 

The results and evaluation of the second Taguchi experiments are collected and presented in 

Table 12. 

 

Table 12. Evaluation matrix of the second Taguchi experiments 

 Response 

Sample  Manufacturing 

tolerance 

Removability Quality Total 

2.1 1 0 1 2 

2.2 1 2 1 4 

2.3 1 2 1 4 

2.4 1 2 2 5 

2.5 1 2 1 4 

2.6 1 0 2 3 

2.7 1 2 2 5 

2.8 1 1 1 3 

2.9 1 1 2 4 

 

As can be seen from Table 12, the second test round resulted in two samples (2.4 and 2.7) 

with a total grade of 5. Each of these samples with a total grade of 5 had acceptable 

tolerances, high removability and support structures built without any breakages or defects. 

The only defect was slightly curved edges between the support structures, which was also 

the common defect in all the samples in the second Taguchi experiments. The lowest grade 

of 2 was achieved by sample 2.1.  
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Figure 32. Samples 2.1 and 2.4 of the second Taguchi experiments 

 

Figure 32 depicts sample 2.1 which was evaluated by lowest grade of 2 and sample 2.4 which 

was evaluated by the highest grade of 5. Sample 2.1 had multiple types of defects: curved 

edges, support structure breakages and together cured support structures.  All these defects 

combined affected to removability and quality of the part in a worsen way. Even though 

sample 2.4 achieved the grade of 5, a curved edge can be clearly seen which is due to high 

separation force and lack of support structures (too long distance between the support 

structures).  

 

The mean charts of the second Taguchi experiments are presented in Figure 33. 
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Figure 33. Responses of factors for the second Taguchi experiments. Y label is response 

points and in X label are the levels of each parameter in millimeters  

 

Figure 33 shows the means of the responses of each parameter and the means of the means. 

Mostly, the results indicate that the removability of the support structures has increased from 

the first Taguchi experiments. On the other hand, the mean of the quality has lowered from 

1.78 to 1.45. The total points have increased from 3.45 to 3.8. 

 

The contact point diameter 1 levels were decided to keep the same for the third Taguchi 

experiments. All the broken support structures were at the edge of the part. Therefore, the 

support structure positioning strategy was modified. For the third Taguchi experiments, the 

edges of the part are supported by support structures with contact point diameter 2. Levels 

of the contact point diameter 2 levels are adjusted to be 0.75mm, 0.8mm and 0.85mm, since 

the results show that the total points increase when the contact point diameter decreases. The 

level range of distance between support structures was narrowed to be 2.5mm, 3mm and 

3.5mm based on the results. The total points of minimum support structure height indicate 

that the optimal values are somewhere between 17mm and 19mm and this is why the levels 

were adjusted to 17mm, 18mm and 19mm for the third Taguchi experiments. 
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4.3 Third Taguchi experiments 

The results and evaluation of the third Taguchi experiments are collected and presented in 

Table 13. 

 

Table 13. Evaluation matrix of the third Taguchi experiments 

 Response 

Sample  Manufacturing 

tolerance 

Removability Quality Total 

3.1 1 2 1 4 

3.2 1 2 2 5 

3.3 1 2 2 5 

3.4 1 2 1 4 

3.5 1 2 1 4 

3.6 1 2 2 5 

3.7 1 2 1 4 

3.8 1 1 3 5 

3.9 1 1 2 4 

 

As can be seen from Table 13, the total grades of the third Taguchi experiments resulted in 

grades of 4 and 5. The differences in grades were caused by removability and quality aspects 

while manufacturing tolerance remained in desired tolerances and all the samples were 

graded 1. 
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Figure 34. Samples 3.1 and 3.2 of the third Taguchi experiments 

 

Sample 3.1 demonstrates the defects that occurred during the third Taguchi experiments. 

Some support breakages occurred in test samples 3.1, 3.4 and 3.5. The support breakage also 

caused the curved edges since the unsupported area collapses due to the separation force. 

Even though sample 3.2 was 3D printed nearly perfectly, the edges between the support 

structures were slightly curved due to the challenging straight shapes and large cross-

sectional areas.  

 

The mean charts created based on the results of the third Taguchi experiments are shown 

below in Figure 35. 
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Figure 35. Responses of factors for the third Taguchi experiments. Y label is response points 

and in X label are the levels of each parameter in millimeters 

 

In the third Taguchi experiments, the tolerances remained at the desired level. The mean of 

means in the removability chart (1.78) increased from the first and second Taguchi 

experiments. The quality mean of means (1.68) improved from the second Taguchi 

experiments but is still lower than the quality mean of means in the first Taguchi experiments 

(1.78). However, total points have been increasing since the first Taguchi experiments. The 

third Taguchi experiments total points mean of means resulted in a grade of 4.45. 

 

From the third Taguchi experiments and especially from the total points plot, it can be 

observed that the highest tolerance, quality and removability combination can be achieved 

by Dc of 0.4mm, Dc2 0.8-0.85mm, L of 2.5mm and Hs of 17-18mm. Therefore, sample 3.2 

is selected for the validation tests since it includes most of these values which resulted in 

high responses.  

 

4.4 Validation tests 

In validation tests, first the minimum support structure height was investigated and 

afterwards the printing orientation was optimized.  
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4.4.1 Minimum support height optimization 

The results of the minimum support height optimization are presented in Table 14.  

 

Table 14. Evaluation matrix of the minimum support height optimization 

 Response 

Sample  Min. support 

height 

Sleeve 

fit 

Model fit 

 

Quality Removability 

 

Total 

4.1 17 1 1 1 1 4 

4.2 14 1 1 1 1 4 

4.3 11 1 1 1 1 4 

4.4 8 1 1 1 0 3 

4.5 5 1 1 1 0 3 

 

As Table 14 depicts, the investigated minimum support heights resulted in total grades of 4 

and 3. Samples 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 were evaluated as the total grade of 4 and 4.4 and 4.5 got a 

grade of 3. Both 4.4 and 4.5 were reduced by one point because the removability did not 

reach the required level. 

 

Sample 4.3 was selected for the printing orientation optimization since it had the lowest 

minimum support height of the samples which resulted in maximum points of 4. In other 

words, it is the optimal minimum support height for 3D printing surgical guides using Creo 

C5.  

 

4.4.2 Printing orientation optimization 

The results of the printing orientation optimization are collected in the following Table 15. 
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Table 15. Evaluation matrix of printing orientation optimization 

 Response 

Sample  Sleeve fit Model fit 

 

Quality Removability 

 

Total 

5.1 1 1 1 1 4 

5.2 1 1 1 1 4 

5.3 1 1 1 1 4 

5.4 1 1 1 1 4 

5.5 1 1 1 1 4 

5.6 1 1 1 1 4 

5.7 1 1 1 1 4 

5.8 1 1 1 1 4 

5.9 1 1 1 1 4 

 

As can be observed from Table 15, the printing orientation does not affect the sleeve fit, 

model fit, quality or removability aspects. All the samples achieved the best possible grade 

of 4. It means that any of the printing orientations can be successfully used to 3D print a 

validated and usable drilling guide by Creo C5. However, the printing orientation can still 

be optimized by decreasing the material consumption and printing time. In the following 

Table 16, the material consumptions and printing times are collected from the printing 

orientation optimization experiments. 

 

Table 16. Material consumption and printing time of the printing orientation tests 

Sample  Material consumption [mm3] Printing time [min] 

 

5.1 4873 60 

5.2 4867 65 

5.3 5059 74 

5.4 4947 81 

5.5 4880 86 

5.6 5188 68 

5.7 5061 77 
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Table 17 continues. Material consumption and printing time of the printing orientation tests 

5.8 4996 82 

5.9 4746 86 

 

Based on Table 16, the deviation of the printing time seems to be much greater than the 

deviation of material consumption. Samples 5.1 and 5.2 resulted in the shortest printing 

times (60 and 65 min) and moderate material consumption as well (4873 and 4867 mm3). 

The longest printing times (86 min) had samples 5.5 and 5.9 and the largest material 

consumption had sample 5.6 (5188 mm3).  
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5 DISCUSSION 

 

 

This Chapter discusses the most important results and findings of the thesis. It also discusses 

what do the findings mean and can they be generalized and utilized. The reliability, validity 

and sensitivity aspects of the thesis are also analyzed in this Chapter. 

 

5.1 Key findings 

This thesis aimed to find optimal support structure parameters for VP by controlled area light 

source process of dental guide material, tailored for Creo C5 3D printer. Taguchi parameter 

design process was obeyed to optimize the support structure parameters. A two-step 

validation process was executed to ensure that the found support structure parameters can be 

used for dental guide applications. The found support structure parameters are presented in 

following Table 18. 

 

Table 18. Optimal support structure parameters for dental guide applications using Creo 

C5 

Contact 

diameter 1 

[mm] 

Contact 

diameter 2 

[mm] 

Distance 

between support 

structures 

[mm] 

Minimum 

support height 

[mm] 

Printing 

orientation 

[°] 

0.4 0.8 3 11 0 

 

The improvements achieved during the optimization process can be shown by inspecting the 

changes in the responses. Improvements in the mean of the certain responses indicates that 

the optimization process has been executed successfully. The percentual change between the 

results of the first Taguchi experiments and the third Taguchi experiments is shown in the 

following Table 19. 
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Table 19. Percentual changes of the responses between the first and third Taguchi 

experiments 

 Response 

Taguchi 

experiment nr. 

Manufacturing 

tolerance 

Removability Quality Total 

1 1.00 0.68 1.78 3.45 

3 1.00 1.78 1.67 4.44 

Change [%] 0 +161.7 -6.17 +28.7 

 

Table 19. presents the percentual changes of the optimization process. Manufacturing 

tolerance remained at the desired level through all the Taguchi experiments. However, 

removability, quality and combination of these three aspects changed during the 

optimization. The removability of the support structures increased by 161.7 % which is 

partly correct, but the magnitude of the value might be highly exaggerated. What it means 

in reality, before the optimization (in the first Taguchi) 5 out of 9 samples were impossible 

to detach from the support structures and only 2 samples achieved the best removability 

grade. While in the third Taguchi experiments, 7 out of 9 samples were successfully removed 

from the support structures by hands and none of the samples were graded by 0. The quality 

of the parts decreased by 6.17 % which is mostly due to the complex part geometry in the 

Taguchi experiments, which requires a very dense support mesh to be 3D printed perfectly. 

Such support densities are usually not needed in dental applications. Also, the “quality drop” 

could not be observed in the validation tests since the best support structure parameter set 

was successfully validated. The change of the total grades is +28.7% which is as well quite 

an inexact value, but it surely shows the overall change of the optimization process which 

was positive. These values are not exact, but they can prove that the support structure 

optimization process succeeded. 

 

The first research question of the thesis was: “Which factors have an influence on the 

requirements of support structures and how do they affect?”. This research question was 

answered by a combination of literature review and experimental part. It was found that 

major effects on the requirements of the support structures have: 

1. Geometry-related factors of the part 
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2. Separation force 

 

Classifying the 3D printable geometries to separate categories:  geometries that require 

support structures and geometries which do not require support structures to be 3D printed 

were found to be an important factor of the demands of the support structures. Following 

Figure 36 collects the geometry-related factors, which were found in this thesis, into a 

diagram. 

 

 

Figure 36. Geometry-related factors affecting the support structure requirements 

 

In Figure 36 the support structures are divided into two groups. The first group represents 

the geometries that require support, and the second group is the geometries that do not 

require support. Bridges, overhangs with smaller than 45-degree printing angle and islands 

were found to be highly support required geometries. Island -geometries must always be 

supported since they are not anyhow attached to the rest of the part or the build plate.  It was 

shown in the experimental part that islands and overhangs should be supported by stronger 

support structures (contact point diameter of 0.8mm) and the bridges cannot be too long (not 

longer than 3 mm). The rest of the supported surfaces were successfully supported by thinner 

support structures which also significantly boosted the support structure removability. 

However, such sharp edges and straight shapes rarely exist in dental applications, so the 

amount of the thicker support structures may not need to be that high. The positioning 

strategy, developed during the Taguchi experiments, is illustrated in Figure 37. 
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Figure 37. Final support structure positioning strategy 

 

Separation force (see Chapter 2.3.1 for more detailed presentation), which is a combination 

of vacuum force between photomask and membrane film, the force caused by cured resin 

sticking to membrane film and resisting force due to the viscosity of the resin material, 

causes tensile stresses on the support structures and the part. If the tensile force becomes too 

high in the process, the contact points between the support structures and part might break. 

Because of this, the contact point diameter has to be designed to withstand the tensile forces 

to be successfully 3D printed. The capability to resist tensile forces can be also increased by 

shortening the distance between support structures (higher support structure density). The 

effects of the separation force are summed up in Figure 38. 

 

 

 

Figure 38. Support structure parameters which can be adjusted to resist the separation force 
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The second research question, “Which are the most important support structure parameters 

to optimize the removability and reliability of the 3D printing process with Creo C5 and 

why?”, was answered as well by literature review and the experimental part. It was decided 

to find the most important support structure parameters affecting 3D printing reliability and 

afterwards optimize the reliability and support structure removability by the pre-found 

parameters. The results of the Taguchi experiments showed that each of the critical support 

structure parameters had a significant effect on the optimization process of the removability 

of the support structures and the quality (reliability) of the final part.  

 

Figure 35 shows that general support structures with a diameter of 0.4 mm produce the best 

total outcome of the tests. The reason is that the diameter is strong enough to withstand the 

separation forces but at the same time maintain the removability at a sufficient level. 

Increasing this diameter leads to worsening removability grades. In addition, the stronger 

support structures (DC2) are in a key role for optimal behavior of the whole support 

structures. Based on the third Taguchi experiments, the general support structures with a 

diameter of 0.4 mm and the stronger island and edge support structures with a diameter of 

0.8 or 0.85 generated the best outcome. The ratio between these diameters seemed important 

but also sensitive for adjustments. Therefore, the support structure positioning strategy (see 

Figure 37) was determined during the tests and it clarifies the correct use of the two different 

support structure types.  

 

Taguchi experiments showed also the importance of the minimum support structure height. 

The trend is that too short support structure heights (less than 11 millimeters for the drilling 

guide) start to affect the removability aspect in a worsen way since the support structures 

become stiffer. On the contrary, increasing the support structure height from 11 millimeters 

increased the removability as well. As the support structures are higher, the flexibility 

increases which enables to bend the support structures in a way that a high shear force is 

formed to the contact point of the part and the tip of the support structure. When the shear 

force becomes high enough, the support structure cracks between the tip and the part. The 

magnitude of the shear forces or the bending was not defined in this thesis.  

 

In challenging geometries such as large flat and straight areas and sharp edges which were 

studied in the Taguchi experiments, the distance between support structures is sensitive to 
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adjustments. It was noticed that the previously mentioned geometries should be 3D printed 

straight to the build plate without any support structures. In Figure 34 this phenomenon is 

illustrated: even though in sample 3.2 the most successful support structure parameters found 

in this thesis were used, the edges are still a bit curved. It happens due to the separation force 

and gravity pulling the part downwards, and the thin cured material layer cannot resist the 

forces. As a result of this, the large flat surface between the support structures become always 

a bit bumpy, regardless of the distance between support structures. This is why the most 

important surfaces should be positioned away from the build plate such as it was done in the 

printing orientation and minimum support height optimization tests. 

 

Another important observation regarding the distance between support structures is that 

when short distances (1 mm – 1.5 mm) were used the quality of the final part increased but 

the support structures cured together making the removability impossible. The quality of the 

final part increased since the support structure density was so high that the surface where the 

support structure tips are connected, became less bumpy with higher support structure 

densities (shorter distances). On the other hand, the single support structures started to cure 

together into large clusters mainly because the distance between support structures was too 

small (1.5mm or less). As the distance between support structures was measured from the 

top of the single support structures, the lower part of the support structures was extremely 

close to each other since the bottom diameter was always larger.  

 

The printing orientation was optimized for 3D printing a surgical guide. The optimizing was 

done according to the printing times and material consumptions since it was noticed that the 

printing orientations do not affect the removability, quality or the model and sleeve fits. The 

0-degree printing orientation resulted in the lowest printing time while the material 

consumption was also low.  

 

The hypothesis of this thesis was strengthened by the findings of this thesis. It was shown 

that by the Taguchi method is possible to successfully optimize the support structure 

parameters for resin 3D printing of dental applications. Also, the validation tests showed that 

the support structure parameters found in Taguchi experiments can be successfully used in 

3D printing surgical guides by Creo C5.  
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5.2 Objectivity 

In this thesis, a literature review was carried out and the results have been used to justify the 

actions made in the experimental part. For instance, the critical parameters for the 

experimental part were selected based on the literature review and interviews of the dental- 

and 3D printing specialists. The experiments were carried out obeying the Taguchi method, 

which is widely used in parameter optimization studies. Nevertheless, some of the parameter 

level adjustments in the Taguchi experiments were not done systematically since some 

problems were observed regarding the starting values of the experiments (clarified more 

specifically in the following Chapter 5.3). Some parameter value adjustments had to be done 

based on the previous knowledge of the author. However, the adjustments were justified and 

clarified at the end of each section in the Results -chapter. The objectivity could have been 

increased by a more careful finding of the initial values for the Taguchi experiments. 

 

5.3 Reliability and validity   

In the first Taguchi experiments, the initial levels for the distance between support structures 

and minimum support structure height influenced so significantly on different responses that 

the variation of the contact diameter parameters was very ineffective. For instance from 

Figure 31, it can be seen that the removability grades are higher with 0.8 mm contact point 

diameter of general support structures than 0.4 mm diameter which means that 0.8 mm 

diameter support structure is easier to remove than support structures with 0.4 mm diameter. 

The reason for this is that the poor values (e.g. L = 1 mm and Hs = 5 mm) were so dominant 

that the effect of hypothetically good initial values of the contact point diameters was 

nonexistent. The reliability of the experimental part could have been increased with proper 

initial level finding. The initial levels in this thesis were just derived from the current support 

structure profile of Planmeca. However, the poor starting values for the first Taguchi 

experiments were taken into account when adjusting the parameters for the following 

Taguchi experiments.  For instance, as the effect of the contact diameters could not be 

observed in the first Taguchi experiments, it was decided not to adjust the contact diameters 

for the second Taguchi experiments.  

 

Some of the measurements are dependent on the operator who is carrying out the 

measurements. However, the reliability of the results is increased by accurate instructions 

on how to conduct the measurements. In addition to this, the measuring methods are selected 
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and developed obeying the general approaches of dental specialists as well as the production 

department of Planmeca (Interview of specialists 2021). Five different measurement 

methods were used in the experimental part. In Taguchi experiments the samples were 

measured by visual checking, removing the support structures by bare hands and measuring 

the part side lengths using a caliper. The acceptable tolerances were determined by Creo C5 

product development of Planmeca and they have been used for years in the production of 

Creo C5. Visual check and the support structure removal were done in Taguchi experiments 

without any external measurement devices but afterwards the most successful parameter set 

was validated in the model- and sleeve fit tests which were approved by a dental technician 

(interview of Lättemaa 2021b). It would have been irrelevant and unnecessarily time-

consuming in this thesis to set up a new method that measures the shear force needed for 

removing the support structures or a scanner that measures micrometer-size deformations. 

To sum up, the measuring methods used in the experimental part of this thesis imitate the 

same measuring methods that dental professionals use when 3D printing dental indications.  

 

The reliability and validity of the results could have been increased by using multiple 

different Creo C5 3D printers, multiple resin vats, and multiple repetitions of the parameter 

optimization phase. Also, printing multiple parts simultaneously could have been included 

in the limitations in this thesis. As found in the literature review, the size of the printing layer 

area has a significant effect on the magnitude of separation forces in the VP by controlled 

area light source processes. The separation force was found to be increasing approximately 

linearly when the area of the layers increases. This is why the optimization process of the 

support structure parameters should have been executed for multiple simultaneously 3D 

printed parts, not just one. Now the results can be considered reliable only when a single 

surgical guide is printed, but not if multiple surgical guides are printed simultaneously. 

However, within the predetermined limitations of the thesis, it can be stated that the results 

are reliable since the found support structure parameters worked successfully in validation 

tests. 

 

5.4 Generalization and utilization of the results 

The results of this thesis cannot straightly be generalized and utilized widely outside of the 

Planmeca product development team. The results are strongly tied to the Creo C5 3D printer 

and the specifically for FotoDent guide -resin produced by Dreve which prevents the direct 
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utilization of the results. However, the results can be utilized to give an idea of the behavior 

of the support structures in VP by controlled area light source which can be applied for 

different 3D printers and materials. Also, the thesis showed that the Taguchi method can be 

applied for optimizing the support structure parameters from the removability and quality 

perspectives.  

 

The experimental procedure of the thesis limits the wider utilization of the results. The 

experiments were carried out by 3D printing a single part at a time. As found in the literature 

review, the magnitude of the separation forces increases when the cross-sectional area of 

parts increase. Therefore, the results are straightly usable only when one single object is 

printed.  

  

5.5 Error, accuracy, sensitivity and saturation analysis 

The side lengths of the samples in the Taguchi experiments were measured using a digital 

caliper. The digital display eliminates the inaccuracy caused by operators’ ability to read the 

scale, which is present when using a caliper with a traditional scale. Mahr, the manufacturer 

of the digital caliper used in this thesis, reports that the accuracy of the digital caliper is 0.02 

mm when measuring lengths below 100 mm. In addition to this, it was noticed the point 

where the side length is measured affects the results approximately for 0.02 mm. Therefore, 

it is important to always measure the side lengths similarly. Otherwise, it can lead to one-

point errors when the measured side length is converted to the grades according to the 

evaluation criteria (see Appendix II).  

 

Some evaluation errors could be made at the evaluation phase of the 3D printed parts. It is 

estimated the results of the Taguchi experiments can contain one-point errors if the 

instructions to evaluate the samples are interpreted differently as intended.  It is impossible 

to interpret the evaluation instructions so incorrectly that it would lead to two-point errors in 

the evaluation results. 

 

It is very unlikely that evaluation errors could occur in the results of the validation tests. The 

evaluation criteria (see Appendix II) were designed to be very simple and clear, only 

containing options to evaluate the 3D print either by zero point or one point. The principle 
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of the evaluation criteria for the validation tests is that either the investigated sample is 

functioning properly, or it is graded by zero points 

 

The experiments of the thesis were executed by using the same Creo C5 to print every 

sample. The 3D printer was kept the same in all experiments since it minimizes the 3D 

printer-related differences in the results. Even though the results would have been more 

reliable if multiple Creo C5 3D printers would have been used in the tests, it could also have 

increased the total number of experiments dramatically. In this case, the workload of the 

thesis would have been unreasonably high. FEP membrane of the resin vat was changed 

before and after the Taguchi experiments and to ensure that the membrane is not too 

damaged throughout the experiments.  

 

The interview of the group of AM and dental specialists was carried out for documenting 

the tacit knowledge of the product development of Planmeca to be able to utilize it in this 

thesis. The number of interviewees was decided to be three since the answers of the 

interviewees were not differing among themselves. The number of interviewees can be stated 

to be enough to be able to make conclusions. If the answers would have been differing much, 

the number of interviewees would have been increased to verify the results to make 

conclusions based on them. 

 

The literature review presented the number of published articles per year, from 2014 to 2020, 

regarding the topic of this thesis (see Figure 2). It could be observed that the support 

structures of resin 3D printing processes are researched very lightly. Therefore, some of the 

conclusions are made using just information from a single source. For instance, the selection 

of the initial values for the support structure parameters of the first Taguchi experiment was 

not based on scientific sources due to the lack of research. The initial values were set to be 

in a wide range, and the range would be narrowed during the optimization process. It was 

noticed after the first Taguchi experiments that the bad initial values of the distance between 

support structures affected the results of contact point diameters. Therefore, it was decided 

not to adjust the contact point diameters for the following Taguchi experiments to observe 

how the contact point diameters affect the results. 
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5.6 Further studies 

This thesis is very strictly limited and multiple important topics regarding the support 

structures were not studied. These topics could bring essential information for Creo C5 

product development teams as well as the research community. Some further study topics 

that are related to the topic of this thesis are listed below:  

- Fundamental study of the relation between the support structure parameters (e.g. 

regression analysis). The relation was identified but not studied in this thesis. 

- Support structure parameter optimization for various other resin materials using Creo 

C5 including 3D printing multiple objects simultaneously.   

- Detailed study of the magnitude and direction of separation force and its components. 

- Novel support structure generation algorithm which utilizes material information, 

part geometry and layer area information to predict the separation forces and thus the 

required support structures. 
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6 SUMMARY 

 

 

This thesis was carried out in co-operation with Planmeca and LUT University’s Laser 

Materials Processing and Additive Manufacturing. The objective of the thesis was to 

optimize the support structure parameters for Creo C5 3D printer which could be used to 

create a new support structure profile for the use of Planmeca Group and its customers. The 

objective was derived from the research problem of the thesis, which was: “The support 

structures of the VP processes consist of tens of parameters which have an effect on the final 

quality and functionality of the support structures and the part. The parameters most likely 

have complex mutual relations which might not be linearly described.  Therefore, the most 

important parameters must be identified and their combined effect on the support structures 

are instead considered. Finding the combined effect of the parameters, lead to a complex 

multivariable optimization process.”. To achieve the objective, a pair of research questions 

were determined:  

1. Which factors have an influence on the requirements of support structures and how 

do they affect? 

2. Which are the most important support structure parameters to optimize the 

removability and reliability of the 3D printing process with Creo C5 and why? 

 

The research questions were answered by using different research methods. The literature 

review was carried out to find the factors which affect the support structures of VP by 

controlled area light source. The selection of the critical parameters for the experimental part 

was executed based on the results of the literature review. The information was searched 

mainly from the scientific databases such as SCOPUS, LUT Primo and Google scholar, but 

due to lack of scientific sources, also some commercial sources such as articles in All3DP 

3D printing magazine and websites of Chitubox 3D printing preparation software. The tacit 

knowledge of Planmeca CAD/CAM product development was also utilized, and the 

knowledge was gathered by interviewing AM and dental specialists.  

 

The experimental part was carried out by obeying the principles of the statistical Taguchi 

parameter design and the common procedures of 3D printing and dental procedures. The 
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experimental part answered the second research question with the help of the literature 

review. 

 

It was found that the requirements of the support structures are affected roughly by two 

factors; geometry of the part and separation force. The geometry of the part can be divided 

into two categories depending on whether it needs support structures or not (see wider 

classification in Figure 36). These categories determine the locations where support 

structures are needed, and the separation force determines the amount and size of the needed 

support structures. The separation force is the amount of force needed to detach the part from 

the resin vat. The magnitude of the separation force is determined by the size and shape of 

the cross-sectional area of the part, the viscosity of the resin, membrane type and stiffness 

and lifting speed of the build platform. 

 

All the support structure parameters which were studied in the experimental part (contact 

point diameters, distance between support structures and minimum support structure 

heights) were found to be important from the perspective of removability and reliability. The 

relation between each support structure parameter was observed to be crucial. Therefore, the 

support positioning strategy was developed during the Taguchi experiments (see Figure 37).   

 

The optimization and validation process of the support structure parameters were 

successfully executed based on the results. The results showed that the combination of three 

aspects: manufacturing tolerance, removability of the support structures and part quality 

increased 28.7 % during the support structure parameter optimization process (see Chapter 

5.1). The new support structure parameters will be further investigated and later published 

for the customers of Planmeca Group. 
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APPENDIX I 

 

Table 1. Support pin parameters of the “fine support” -profile in Creo C5 studio 

                   Parameter Value 

Compenetration [mm] 0.40 

Break distance [mm] 0.10 

Top diameter [mm] 0.80 

Break diameter [mm] 0.80 

Mid diameter [mm] 1.0 

Bottom diameter [mm] 1.60 

Max. support angle [°] 45 
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Table 2. Evaluation criteria for the Taguchi experiments 

Response Grade Description 

Manufacturing tolerances 
1p 

Side length inside the range of -100 µm < x < 100 

µm 

0p Side length outside of the range 

Removability 

2p 
Support structures can be removed easily by 

hands 

1p 
Support structures can barely be removed by 

hands  

0p Support structures can’t be removed without tools 

Quality 

3p 

Support structures are built perfectly; no broken 

support structures and the part has achieved the 

desired shape. Also, the edges and straight shapes 

are sharp. 

2p 

Support structures are built good, a few broken 

support structures are allowed, but the part has 

achieved the desired shape 

1p 
Many support structures are broken, the part is 

visibly deformed 

0p The part is detached from the build plate 
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Table 3. Evaluation criteria for the validation tests  

Response Grade Description 

Sleeve fit 

1p The fit of the metal sleeve is tight. It means that the 

sleeve is difficult to remove from the hole once it 

is inserted in there. 

0p The metal sleeve does not fit or the fit is too loose. 

Model fit 

1p The guide fits on the top of the model  

0p 
The guide does not fit on the top of the model or 

the fit is too loose. Too loose means that if the 

model with a drilling guide is rotated upwards, the 

drilling guide drops from the model. 

Quality  

1p Support structures and part are built without 

defects 

0p Support structures or part are deformed 

Removability 
1p Support structures can be removed easily by hands 

0p Support structures can’t be removed without tools 

or an unreasonable amount of force 
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Table 4. Factors and levels of the first Taguchi experiments 

 Factor 

Experiment DC1 DC2 L HS 

1.1 0.8 0.8 1 5 

1.2 0.8 1 2 10 

1.3 0.8 1.2 3 15 

1.4 0.6 0.8 2 15 

1.5 0.6 1 3 5 

1.6 0.6 1.2 1 10 

1.7 0.4 0.8 3 10 

1.8 0.4 1 1 15 

1.9 0.4 1.2 2 5 

DC1 is the diameter of the contact point of general support structures 

DC2 is the diameter of the contact point of stronger support structures for the islands and 

edges 

L is the distance between the support structures 

HS is the minimum support structure height 

 

Table 5. Factors and levels of the second Taguchi experiments 

 Factor 

Experiment DC1 DC2 L HS 

2.1 0.4 0.8 1.5 13 

2.2 0.4 0.85 2.5 17 

2.3 0.4 0.9 3.5 19 

2.4 0.6 0.8 2.5 19 

2.5 0.6 0.85 3.5 13 

2.6 0.6 0.9 1.5 17 

2.7 0.8 0.8 3.5 17 

2.8 0.8 0.85 1.5 19 

2.9 0.8 0.9 2.5 13 

DC1 is diameter of the contact point of general support structures 
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DC2 is the diameter of the contact point of the stronger support structures for islands and 

edges 

L is the distance between the support structures 

HS is the minimum support structure height 

 

Table 6. Factors and levels of the third Taguchi experiments 

 Factor 

Experiment DC1 DC2 L HS 

3.1 0.4 0.75 2.5 16 

3.2 0.4 0.8 3 17 

3.3 0.4 0.85 3.5 18 

3.4 0.6 0.75 3 18 

3.5 0.6 0.8 3.5 16 

3.6 0.6 0.85 2.5 17 

3.7 0.8 0.75 3.5 17 

3.8 0.8 0.8 2.5 18 

3.9 0.8 0.85 3 16 

DC1 is the diameter of the contact point of the general support structures 

DC2 is the diameter of the contact point of the stronger support structures for the islands and 

edges 

L is the distance between the support structures 

HS is the minimum support structure height 
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Table 7. Tolerances of the first Taguchi experiments 

 Tolerance 

Experiment X-side [mm] Y-side [mm] 

1.1 29.95 30.05 

1.2 30.08 30.02 

1.3 29.96 30.06 

1.4 29.95 30.05 

1.5 29.98 30.05 

1.6 29.94 30.05 

1.7 30.08 30.07 

1.8 30.01 30.06 

1.9 30.03 30.04 

 

Table 8. Tolerances of the second Taguchi experiments 

 Tolerance 

Experiment X-side [mm] Y-side [mm] 

2.1 30.06 30.05 

2.2 30.07 30.07 

2.3 30.08 30.07 

2.4 30.07 30.07 

2.5 30.05 30.06 

2.6 30.00 30.03 

2.7 30.08 30.06 

2.8 30.09 30.08 

2.9 30.08 30.07 

 

 

 



 

 

APPENDIX IV, 2 

Table 9. Tolerances of the third Taguchi experiments 

 Tolerance 

Experiment X-side [mm] Y-side [mm] 

3.1 30.06 30.08 

3.2 30.07 30.08 

3.3 30.08 30.02 

3.4 30.05 30.06 

3.5 30.05 30.06 

3.6 30.06 30.06 

3.7 30.06 30.05 

3.8 30.05 30.05 

3.9 30.05 30.05 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

APPENDIX V 

100 microns GENTLE 

 

Bottom layers (2 layers) 

Thickness [mm] 0,05 

Exposure time [ms] 30 000 

Speed up [mm/min] 100 

Speed down [mm/min] 100 

Lift distance [mm] 8 

Dwell time [ms] 2000 

 

Transition layers (10 layers) 

Thickness [mm] 0,1 

Exposure time [ms] 5200 

Speed up [mm/min] 100 

Speed down [mm/min] 100 

Lift distance [mm] 8 

Dwell time [ms] 2000 

 

General layers (rest of the layers) 

Thickness [mm] 0,1 

Exposure time [ms] 5200 

Speed up [mm/min] 100 

Speed down [mm/min] 300 

Lift distance [mm] 8 

Dwell time [ms] 2000 

 

 

 

 

      

 



 

 

APPENDIX VI 

 

Figure 1. Printing time in Creo C5 studio 

 

 

Figure 2. Material consumption in Creo C5 studio 


